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the mac product was released in mid-2017, and the windows one in mid-2018. the mac product is released under the name lancair legacy, the windows one under the name turbine duke. this is a repaint of the original lancair legacy, meaning the blue/gold color scheme
is the installers below are provided as a service to existing realair customers, and only customers who have purchased the product in question through either www.realairsimulations.com, or an official third-party reseller (such as sim market, simstop, fspilotshop etc)
have permission to install each product. each new installer has a detailed eula explaining the licence conditions in further detail. this is a repaint of the original lancair legacy, meaning the blue/gold color scheme is exact as in the original. the interior is white and the
cockpit is a new white-grey. of course, like all realair made aircraft : both visuals and performance are top notch. this area is far more controversial than the others, and i will not attempt to tackle it. one of the key areas is time-of-day. as you probably know, it is not

possible to fly fsx in the morning or evening in the uk and us. for this reason, most of the add-ons for fsx below are designed to fly in the day. this is not possible in real life, so these add-ons do not pretend to be realistic. rather, they are intended to help pilots to cope
with fsx limitations. fsx seems to have a problem with the as28, as29 and as30. you can see the problem with the as28 and as29, but the as30 is not affected. the as30 is free in the following installers, as long as you are happy with the as28 and as29. its not clear how

fsx allows the as30 to be affected but not the as28 or as29, so its possible that it is a deliberate limitation.
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the aircraft discussed above have been selected because they offer a high level of realism. as it is also the case with the lancair legacy, in fsx, realistic handling is not always the same as being realistic. as a comparison, the flight dynamics of the sibwings an-2 and the
twin-engine jetstream 31 are excellent. fsx p3d also has the fscaptain, majestic q400 and the aerosoft katana, but the twin otter is a little slower. all of the aircraft have been selected because they are freeware or can be downloaded for free. for fsx, the aerosoft an-2 is

also a very good aircraft. its handling is very realistic, and the flight dynamics are good. fsx also has the fscaptain, majestic q400 and the aerosoft katana, although the twin otter is not there. fsx p3d has the fscaptain, but not the q400 or the katana. the fscaptain is
very slow, and the twin otter is a little slower than the p3d version. the aircraft discussed above have been selected because they offer a high level of realism. as it is also the case with the lancair legacy, in fsx, realistic handling is not always the same as being realistic.
as a comparison, the flight dynamics of the sibwings an-2 and the twin-engine jetstream 31 are excellent. fsx p3d also has the fscaptain, majestic q400 and the aerosoft katana, but the twin otter is a little slower. paul lives in ireland and works in the it sector. he started

flight simming with military sims such as falcon 4 and european air war, but moved on to civilian flight simulation when he found that the combat was spoiling the enjoyment of the flying. paul currently prefers general aviation flying, and bush flying in particular.
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